ABSTRACT To make up the disadvantages of OFDM-QAM applied in 4G systems, some new non-orthogonal asynchronous PHY multicarrier techniques have been proposed for multiple 5G application scenarios, such as universal-filtered multicarrier (UFMC) and filterbank-based multicarrier (FBMC). Accurate classification of multiple multicarrier waveforms is indispensable in the future wireless communication systems. Here, we propose a new multicarrier waveforms classification system, which utilizes deep convolutional neural networks to classify OFDM-QAM, UFMC, and FBMC-OQAM. Since the classification accuracy is greatly reduced in AWGN environment, principal component analysis (PCA)-based processing method is proposed in this paper to suppress the AWGN and reduce the dimensions of inputs of convolutional neural networks. Amplitude data is used in this paper as input for CNN and shows promise when compared to which uses raw I/Q data as input. The dense channel environment effects including timing errors, carrier frequency offsets, and multi-fading channels are also considered in this paper and our proposed system can obtain the high classification accuracy in noisy channels.
I. INTRODUCTION
OFDM has been widely used in 4G mobile system as a multicarrier modulation technique. Its strictly orthogonal time-domain and frequency-domain features maximize spectrum efficiency to ensure high-speed wireless communication capabilities. However, some disadvantages of OFDM include high out-of-band radiation caused by its prototype filter, loss in spectral efficiency caused by cyclic prefix (CP) and requirement of accurate synchronization in the receiver cannot meet the demands of next generation of wireless communication system [1] . As shown in IMT White Paper on 5G Wireless Technology [2] , [3] and EU research paper 5GNOW [4] , demands such as diverse service types, higher spectrum efficiency and more connections are proposed in 5G application scenarios. Taking note of these issues, many researchers have proposed various non-orthogonal multicarrier techniques. Researchers in research project PHYDYAS have proposed (filter bank multicarrier with offset quadrature amplitude modulation) FBMC-OQAM [5] , [6] , in which parallel filters are applied to each subcarrier. Compared to OFDM, FBMC-OQAM greatly attenuates interference between subcarriers due to its well-designed prototype filter with minimum out-of-band radiation and has higher spectral efficiency due to OQAM technique. The second contender for 5G is (Universal-filtered multicarrier) UFMC, which is proposed by Vakilian [7] . In UFMC, filters are applied to each modulated sub-band, which reduce out-of-band spectral interference, reduce the overhead of the guard band and simultaneously breaks the strict orthogonality limit between subcarriers. Those features can greatly support more flexible 5G application scenarios such as MTC and uRLLC.
In IMT White Paper on 5G Wireless Technology [3] and 5GNOW [4] , conclusions also being made that physical layer (PHY) of 5G must adaptable to various complex situations and thus it is difficult for a single waveform to meet all requirements. Multiple waveform technologies will coexist and play their roles in different scenarios. In the other hand, automatic signal recognition is indispensable in many fields, such as national defense, government monitoring, information security, Cognitive Radio system and other uncooperative communication systems, where the receiver must have the ability of correctly recognizing the friendly signals with the lack of sufficient prior information. Based on the above, ability of automatic recognizing various multicarrier waveforms is very important for receiver and it can also significantly improve the data throughput and reduce the power consumption. Thus, studying the automatic multicarrier waveform classification is significant. This paper focuses on the waveform classification between OFDM-QAM, UFMC and FBMC-OQAM.
Automatic modulation classification (AMC) has become a research hotspot in recent years. Many traditional methods such as high-order cumulant (HOC) features [8] , [9] , cyclostationarity features [10] , [11] , instantaneous parameters [12] and likelihood-based judgment [13] - [15] have been proposed for classification within single carrier signals and single carrier signal mixed with multicarrier signal. To reduce complexity and avoid crafting of expert features, O'Shea [16] uses raw I/Q data combined with convolution neural network (CNN) to achieve promising results. However, as [16] and [17] mentioned and analyzed, some induced effects brought by dense and harsh environments such as dilation, multipath interference, I/Q balance and phase offset may affect the accuracy of AMC using raw I/Q data. In this paper, the carrier offsets, timing error, multi-fading channels and AWGN is considered. Also deep learning network complexity will fold increase when the number of input I/Q samples becomes large. Considering these factors, this paper uses CNN on signal amplitude data and PCA to realize accurate classification. PCA is widely used in AMC filed to select features [18] - [21] and in [22] , PCA is utilized to suppress the noise while it does not present the principle of PCA noise suppression and it doesn't take advantage of PCA in dimensions reduction during the classification process. In fact, CNN has been extensively used in image denoising and AMC field due to its outstanding advantages of features extraction and nonlinear mapping capability [16] , [17] , [23] , [24] . However, although research findings in AMC field are prosperous, current research related to Intra-class classification for new multicarrier waveforms is rare. Reference [25] proposes a method of combining received signal cycling spectrum features with Hidden Markov chain (HMM) classifiers to classify OFDM-QAM and OFDM-OQAM.
Considering the complexity and the probable application scenarios, in this paper, we explore a robust automatic multicarrier waveform classification system, which can identify three kind multicarrier waveforms (OFDM-QAM, FBMC-OQAM and UFMC) using CNN based on PCA algorithm. Our proposed system can classify various multicarrier waveforms in dense transmission environment at a high accuracy with low network complexity by introducing PCA and CNN.
Major contributions of our work can be summarized as follows: 1) We propose a multicarrier classification system based on CNN and PCA, meanwhile, the detailed noise suppression process of PCA is presented in this paper. 2) Our system can recognize three kinds of multicarrier waveforms (OFDM-QAM, FBMC-OQAM and UFMC) with a high classification accuracy in dense transmission environment. To the best of our knowledge, there is no work for classification between these three kinds of multicarrier waveforms. 3) We consider the differences between the three multicarrier technologies in terms of waveform, directly use signal amplitude data rather than raw I/Q data and traditional features as our learned features.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Signal generation models of three multicarrier techniques to be classified and signal model in our system are described in Section II. In Section III, the details of PCA noise suppressing principle are presented. Section IV presents the structure of our proposed system and details of the architecture of CNN proposed in this paper. Section V presents simulations and results. In Section VI, conclusion is drew.
II. MULTICARRIER SIGNAL MODEL
In this section, we present the specific transmit signal models of three multicarrier techniques (i.e. OFDM-QAM, FBMC-OQAM and UFMC) and the generalized signal model in our system. Due to the similarity of the basic principles of above three waveforms and for convenience of the following discussion, we make some general definitions here: 1) Each multicarrier signal contains N subcarriers and there are N out of N subcarriers are fed by QAM modulated data and the rest is zeros.
2) The zeros are inserted before and after a QAM modulated data. 3) Denotes the N . 4) (m, n) Denotes m-th multicarrier symbol and n-th subcarrier. Fig.1 shows a basic block diagram of above three multicarrier waveforms. 
A. OFDM-QAM TRANSMIT SIGNAL MODEL
Each complex-valued symbol after QAM modulation are mapped to a subcarrier through Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT), then an OFDM-QAM symbol is generated. Eventually, through parallel to serial conversion block, a string of discrete time-domain baseband OFDM-QAM symbols is formed.
Thus, the final OFDM-QAM transmit data can be interpreted as follows:
where x m,n denotes the QAM modulated data in m-th OFDM-QAM symbol and n-th subcarrier; P 1 (k) is OFDM-QAM prototype filter, which is rectangular window.
B. FBMC-OQAM TRANSMIT SIGNAL MODEL
The FBMC-OQAM, as the contender in future communication system, has been extensively studied in [5] , [6] , and [26] , and its discrete-time baseband transmit data can be interpreted as [26] :
where P 2 (k) is prototype of FBMC-OQAM, which is well-designed and symmetrical; a m,n is real-valued which denotes real or imaginary parts of a complex-valued QAM symbols.
The main principles of FBMC-OQAM that makes it prior to OFDM-QAM are described as follows: 1) Design of prototype filter on the QAM modulated symbols makes less out-ofband leakage in FBMC-OQAM. 2) Separately transmitting real and imaginary part of complex-valued QAM symbols with an offset N /2 (i.e., the real and the imaginary part of a complex data symbol are not transmitted simultaneously as in OFDM-QAM, but the imaginary part is delayed by half the symbol duration) makes FBMC-OQAM system achieve higher spectral efficiency [5] . However, those features also bring intrinsic interference with channel estimation owing to overlapping transmission in FBMC-OQAM system.
C. UFMC TRANSMIT SIGNAL MODEL
By collecting the advantages of FBMC-OQAM while avoiding its drawbacks, UFMC has been proposed and studied in [1] , [7] , [27] , and [28] . The outstanding feature of UFMC is that a filtering functionality was applied to per sub-band rather than per subcarrier in FBMC-OQAM.
Similar to FBMC and OFDM in signal model, the discretetime baseband transmit data can be described as [1] :
where B denotes the number of sub-bands and i is the sub-band index; a m,n,i denotes QAM modulated data in m-th UFMC symbol and n-th subcarrier that belongs to i-th sub-band; P 3 (k) is UFMC prototype filter, which is Chebyshev filter performing linear convolution and the length is L; L 1 denotes the length of each UFMC transmit data, which is N + L − 1.
D. SIGNAL MODEL IN OUR SYSTEM
Let s(k) generally denotes the above three discrete-time multicarrier baseband transmit data. Thus, received baseband signal, which provide information in our system, can be interpreted as follows:
where h(k) denotes the multi-path channel fading coefficients; f represents carrier frequency offsets; τ represents the timing offsets and n(k) represents AWGN. In the receiver, we assume the N is known.
III. PCA BASED NOISE SUPPRESSION
PCA-based algorithms have been widely used in image processing field [29] , [30] due to its excellent performances in dimension-reduction and image denoising. The basic principle of PCA and how it works to suppress noise is presented as follows:
PCA is a mathematic procedure that finds a set of orthogonal base vectors to convert noisy high-dimensional samples into low-dimensional samples with suppressed noise, which concentrates the signal energy in few dimensions. We assume each raw sample data has N dimensions and the number of samples is M ; unit transformation matrix is u = (u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u n , . . . u N ) N ×N , each element of u is a column vector and they are orthogonal; received serial baseband multicarrier signal r(k) is decomposed with IFFT sampling points N , which can be represented as a matrix: r = (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , . . . , r n , . . . , r N ) M ×N , where each element is a column vector.
Firstly, we normalize the elements in r so that the mean of each column is equal to zero and variance of each column is equal to one. Secondly, according to maximum variance theory, we can get u through computing the eigenvectors of covariance matrix of elements in r as follows:
where A represents the covariance matrix of elements in r, λ is a N × 1 vector storing eigenvalues of A, which represents the variances of converted signal, and each column of u is an eigenvector corresponding to each element of λ.
With the mean of each column of r is zero, i-th row and j-th column element in A can be given as:
where i, j = 1, 2, . . . , N . Since we get transformation matrix u, we choose the top K eigenvalues from λ which has most of the energy of sample data and corresponding K eigenvectors in u. Then we can get the transformed data as follows:r
Considering the AWGN noise attached to original signal in receiver, next, we will show how PCA works to suppress noise. Received signal matrix can be decomposed as: r = n + x, where n and x respectively represents AWGN signal matrix and valid signal matrix, both of which have the same size with r. Based on above, (6) can be further expanded as:
Since AWGN signal is independent of valid signal and the mean of each column of and n and x is zero(i.e., E(x j T n i
thus when M is big, we can approximately take items x i
T n j * and n i T x j * as zero. (8) can be approximately rewritten as:
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Assuming the power of AWGN is δ 2 n and mean of it is zero. Also with the second moment of AWGN is irrelevant, A n can be represented as:
where A n is a diagonal matrix with elements in main diagonal equal to δ 2 n . From (10), we can derive that each eigenvalue of A is the sum of the corresponding eigenvalue of A n and the eigenvalue of A 0 . On the other hand, we can get from (11) that the eigenvalue of A n is δ 2 n (i.e., the variance of converted noisy data is δ 2 n ), which means the power of AWGN in each component remains the same before and after conversion. Thus, we can get conclusion that in this paper, PCA can suppress noise through two ways: 1) PCA essentially improves the power of valid signal in each selected component by concentrating power of valid signal on few components while the noise power remains unchanged, thus improves the Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) in each component of samples. 2) by discarding part of converted data that has lower energy, a considerable amount of noisy data can be removed.
IV. THE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we present the classification system model and the details of CNN architecture in this paper.
A. CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM MODEL
The structure of our classification system model can be presented as Fig.2 shows. We get the received baseband data and take it as system input. Then the input data is processed by PCA, we extract the amplitudes of output of PCA and form amplitude sequence. The power normalization is utilized to act on amplitude sequence. In the final step, low-dimensional data with suppressed noise enters to CNN and the classification results can be obtained.
Our proposed system omits the step of expert features extraction and let CNN automatically delineate the features from the amplitudes information within each FFT period of three kinds multicarrier waveforms, the two data preprocessing in our system are utilized to revert and highlight the original appearance of valid data.
B. POWER NORMALIZATION
Channel effects will confuse the CNN and influence the classification accuracy in our system because they can introduce residual features to our original signal. From the perspective of power, we conduct power normalization to each sample of received data to make them be scaled to unit energy, which can be represented as:
wherer m,k represents the m-th row and k-th column data inr M ×K , which is the converted data in Section III and we extract their modulus to conduct normalization.
C. PROPOSED CNN ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of CNN in [16] learns from vison domain, which has four layers containing two convolutional layers and two dense layers to classify ten kinds of single-carrier signals. However, [24] finds a framework of CNN which has deeper architecture performing better in classification than CNN proposed in [16] .
Considering the fact that modulation method of multicarrier signals is more complicated versus single-carrier signals, we follow the CNN depth in [24] to achieve deeper networks architecture. In addition, input data in this paper is onedimensional amplitude sequence rather than two-dimensional raw I/Q sequence in [16] (i.e., input data only has one channel). We set the proper parameters in each layer of our CNN model to get optimal classification accuracy. Our proposed seven-layer CNN architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . As shown in Fig. 3 , input data is one-channel amplitude sequence of received data after two-step preprocessing mentioned in previous section. The four convolutional layers (Conv) are 1D which use 64 distinct filters of size 1 × 8 to extract features, and then rectified linear units (ReLU) are utilized as activation function for nonlinearity. Maxpooling layer is applied to reduce redundancy [31] and the size of it is 1 × 2, the penultimate full-connected layer (Dense) has 256 nodes with ReLU, the last layer is another fully connected layer with activation function softmax is utilized for output. In addition, in avoid of overfitting and dropout [32] are applied as much as possible between the two adjacent layers, whose parameters are all set to 0.5.
V. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present the detailed simulations of our proposed method and performance of classification towards OFDM-QAM, FBMC-OQAM and UFMC with multi-amplitude gains in noisy channel. In addition, some comparisons toward different networks architectures and different networks input are discussed in this section.
Simulations for signal generation and data preprocessing are performed in MALTAB and construction, training and prediction of our proposed CNN are implemented in Keras [33] running on top of Tensor Flow [34] on an NVIDA Cuda enabled GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
A. SYSTEM INPUT AND PARAMETERS SETTING
In this section, the reason why we choose signal amplitudes as CNN input data in this paper is explained. Fig. 4 shows the plot of amplitudes of one transmit signal of OFDM-QAM, FBMC-OQAM and UFMC in discrete time-domain whose shapes provide some clues as to classification. Simulation parameters: 1. FFT points of three kinds waveforms is 256; 2. 16QAM is used for constellation mapping; 3. PHYDYAS filter [5] is utilized for FBMC-OQAM and overlapping factor of it is 4; 4. The number of sub-bands is 10 and each contains 10 subcarriers, the length of Chebyshev filter is 73 with the side lobe attenuation is 40dB; 5. The number of zero padding in FBMC-OQAM and OFDM-QAM is the same with the subcarrier offset in UFMC, which is 78.
It can be observed that the differences of three kind signals from Fig.4 visually. The envelope of OFDM-QAM is relatively average; UFMC has a short tail at the beginning and end of the symbol while FBMC-OQAM has a longer tail whose shape is quite different from the other two. These differences can be the basis of classification.
We train the CNN by using 240000 samples and 160000 samples for validation and testing. These samples are average divided across the 3 multicarrier signals and uniformly distributed in SNR from -5dB to 20dB, which are tagged for performance evaluation. Each sample contains complex data of FFT points in length. We use Adam optimization algorithm and a mini-batch size of 256. We train 50 epochs for our CNN models.
B. PERFORMANCE OF PCA
In this section, we present the performance of PCA, the multicarrier signal parameters settings are the same with previous section and here we only consider the AWGN noise attaching to transmit signal.
To demonstrate the effect of PCA, the classification accuracy of CNN, which separately uses raw amplitude data and PCA preprocessed amplitude data as input is discussed. The AWGN is considered while the amplitude gains are not considered, thus the power normalization step is omitted in this comparison. In each sample, we choose the number of few components that have 90% energy of raw amplitude data as the dimensions of CNN inputs. From Fig.5 , it can be observed that PCA provides a greater separation and has the strong ability of noise suppressing when SNR ranges from -5dB to 12dB, especially under low SNR. In addition, when SNR is more than 6dB, the classification accuracy of CNN utilizing PCA preprocessed data achieves approximately 100% while the classification accuracy of CNN utilizing raw amplitude data achieves approximately 100% when SNR is greater than 11dB. Also, the ability of dimensionality reduction of PCA is shown in the Fig.6 , the dimensions of CNN input data gradually decrease with the increase of SNR because the signal energy is more concentrated when SNR is larger and it drops by more than half when the SNR is great than 4dB. Thus, VOLUME 6, 2018 the computational complexity of CNN drops dramatically as a result of PCA.
C. PERFORMANCE OF OUR PROPOSED SYSTEM
Considering our channel scenario, when dense channel is considered, our proposed system can achieve great performance as Fig.7 plots. In our simulations, carrier frequency offsets are normalized and uniformly distributed bound by 0.5; timing error is introduced by randomly sampling from the middle of a symbol; five paths are considered here and corresponding channel attenuation coefficients are randomly valued from [0, 1]. We also plot the performance curve of CNN when it uses raw I/Q data as input. The input vectors consist of I and Q are separately divided into two dimensions and the filter size of second convolution layer in our proposed CNN is set to twice the original(i.e., the filter size of second convolution layer is 2 × 8). I/Q raw samples are also power normalized before being sent to CNN.
We can see from Fig.7 that when CNN directly uses raw amplitude data as input, classification accuracy is vulnerable to dense environment, which decreases significantly in low SNR environment, even much less than the network using raw I/Q data as input. Multicarrier waveforms are completely overwhelmed by harsh noise and CNN cannot effectively distinguish these three waveforms from raw amplitude features while the raw I/Q data provides more informative clues for CNN. However, when the power of noise is less than valid signal power, the raw amplitude features of these three waveforms highlight and CNN achieves outstanding performance which similar to CNN using raw I/Q data. Our proposed system that introduces PCA preprocessing achieves approximately average 97.4% classification rate within SNR ranging from -5dB to 20dB, which is relatively high and stable in a wide SNR range compared to other two situations. When it comes to CNN training complexity, we can easily find that when we use amplitude data as input, the amount of data that CNN needs to process is halved compared to CNN, which uses raw I/Q data as input, and PCA preprocessing in our system can also reduce the input dimensions of CNN. Thus, our proposed system can also save the computing resources of neural networks. In addition, the simulations show the robustness of our proposed system in harsh channel environment including timing offset, frequency offset, linear mixing and scaling in this paper. In order to illustrate the advantages of CNN, we also use Deep Neural Networks (DNN) utilizing raw amplitude data as automatic classifier, which contains six dense layers of size 64, 64, 64, 64, 256 and 3 with dropout is 0.5. The results in Fig.7 show that the performance of DNN is inferior to CNN in our simulations. Furthermore, we consider the traditional expert-based classification methods and moment-based features of three kind multicarrier waveforms are extracted in this paper for comparison. We select the two parameters in [35] as the features, which are shown to combat multi-fading interference and AWGN. The expressions of two features can be separately interpreted as [35] :
and
where M 2,1 (r), M 4,2 (r) and M 6,3 (r) respectively denotes the second order, fourth order and sixth order mixed moments of received signal r(k). Support Vector Machine utilizing Radial Basis Function (RBF-SVM) and K = 1 Nearest Neighbor are used here as classifier to distinguish OFDM and the other two multicarrier waveforms. Fig.8 shows that our proposed method outperforms the other two traditional methods in classification accuracy of OFDM, especially in low SNR environment. The better performance of proposed method is attributed to PCA. Moreover, the moment-based features used in multicarrier waveforms Intra-class classification are not as effective as those used in OFDM and single-carrier classification [35] . On the other hand, no extra prior information is required in our system compared to moment-based methods. The filter length of UFMC, overlapping factor of FBMC-OQAM and FFT length are required when computing moments of symbols while only FFT length is essential in our proposed method. In addition, Better moment-based performance is obtained from the RBF-SVM based approach, which performs similarly to CNN utilizing raw amplitude data in low SNR and shows the feasibility of using moment-based features for multicarrier waveforms classification. plots. As can be seen, classification accuracy of CNN trained assuming carrier frequency offset from 0.25 is relatively flat within the training range and decreases quickly as the carrier frequency offset in testing data expands beyond the range. The accuracy of CNN trained with no carrier frequency offset drops quickly as the tested frequency offset deviates from 0 and is higher than that of CNN trained with frequency offset from 0.25 when tested frequency offset exceeds 0.35. In addition, we can find that the features selected for classification has the strong ability of resisting carrier frequency offset. However, the whole accuracy of CNN utilizing amplitude data is relatively higher than that of expert-based SVM, which proves the robustness to carrier frequency offset of our proposed system.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the auto classification of three multicarrier waveforms (OFDM-QAM, UFMC and FBMC-OQAM) was considered, which is dispensable in future mobile communication application scenarios. A classification system based on PCA and deep CNN architecture using time-domain signal amplitude series as inputs was proposed to conduct classification. PCA is proposed for suppressing AWGN and dimensionality reduction, CNN is utilized to automatically learn the features of three multicarrier waveforms and correctly classify them. We conducted the detailed derivation of the principle of suppressing noise of PCA. Extensive simulations showed that PCA is effective for suppressing AWGN and our proposed system can achieve lower complexity and better performance compared to CNN using I/Q raw data and moment-based methods in dense transmission environment(including random timing error, carrier frequency offset, scaling and AWGN). Moreover, the effect of carrier frequency offsets on classification accuracy was analyzed and the accuracy will degrade when CNN is trained to generalize over carrier frequency offset. But the CNN utilizing amplitude data still shows the strong robustness to carrier frequency offset with the degradation is slight and performs better than expert-based SVM. In future, we will investigate the proper model to correctly classify these three waveforms with unknown noise level in real channel environment and consider some other multicarrier techniques in classification, such as GFDM (Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing). KAN 
